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Letter 57
The Accusations of Satan -Part I
“It Sends The Wrong Message”
2012-01-03
Dear Dan,
Toward the end of 2010 I completed my collection of MP3 Audio Bible Studies by Chuck Missler. The last
two studies I needed were 1st and 2nd Kings, and 1st and 2nd Chronicles. When I obtained these two
studies and completed the collection, even before I listened to them, I knew that I reached a spiritual
milestone. It was the Lord saying that the acquisition of His Word was now complete in my life. All that
was needed now was to make application of His Word, the Whole council of God, in every day life.
At about the same time I had been thinking that I might start listening to some audio books that I put off
in deference to listening to Bible studies. It seemed the right time now, for I had all the Word in my
possession, and I could take a break for a time and listen to some other literary interests I had such as
classical written works from antiquity to the present.
But there were two recent audio books that I became aware of that really got my attention. One was
called “Hope Unseen”, the story about the Tirst U.S. Army OfTicer, Scott Smiley, to remain in commission
and on active service even after becoming totally blinded while on duty in Afghanistan. The second book
was about a four year old boy, Colton Burpo, who died brieTly and went to Heaven and saw and talked
with Jesus. The title is “Heaven Is For Real”, written and read by his father, Todd Burpo. I really
recommend these two books to anyone.
I listened to these two books in late February and into March of 2011. After that I decided to listen to
books written by Frank Peretti, a Christian author that had written a series of supernatural suspense
novels. It made sense since he included a lot of “Tictitious” events about angels, and since I was having
real life experiences in that subject, I wanted to compare what he had written with what I knew.
Many years earlier I had read both This Present Darkness and Piercing The Darkness, but now that I had
all night at work to enjoy audio books, I purchased the audio versions and started to listen.
Coincidentally, at the same time that I began to listen to the Peretti books, the Satanic oppression at work
increased as well, and was focused in (G6d). Also, at this time my physical pain begin to increase to a
point of becoming debilitating. Angel Gabe remarked that this was due in part to my spirit man being
beat up and that the spiritual distress was referring into my physical body.
I remember several nights in particular, and only in (G6d), the spiritual stress was so pronounced it was
all I could do to focus on the audio so I would not start to recede into the mental illness that the demons
were promoting. It was the same demonic mental illness that I had experienced at Harborview. It was
really bad, but I was able to overcome by focusing on what I was listening to on my iPod.
For some strange reason, one of my responses to that time of stress was to take the following position
before the Lord. I cried out to Heaven;
“I NEED AN ATTORNEY!”
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About a week after this oppression started, on a certain morning while I was working per schedule in
(G6d), the Manager of the Environmental Services Department I work in, came walking through and
noticed I was using a mop and bucket. He then mentioned to me that “we” were not supposed to use
mops and buckets in favor of using something like a “swiffer”. After making this observation and
declaration, he quickly left.
I did not have time to think at the moment, but acknowledged what he said with something like “OK”.
Minutes after he left I sent him an email detailing that I was a disabled worker (something he already
knew) and that I used a mop and bucket because it was less painful for me to work with.
A few days later the Manager came walking through (G6d) again and noticed that I was wearing scrubs
instead of the department issued uniform. He questioned me about this and would not listen to what I
was saying; about how I sweat a great deal when I work, and that the fabric of the issued uniforms
irritated my skin. He demanded that I wear the uniforms anyway.
A few days after that the Manager came through (G6d) again and took me aside into an empty patient
room.
“While it is not technically forbidden by the “No Cell Phone Policy”” he started, “I have noticed you using
headphones while you are working”. Then he questioned me as to what I listened to and why. I told him
that I used the audio to distract me from chronic pain that was part of my disability.
“It helps me stay focused and do a good job”, I said.
“I have no record of your being disabled” he replied, which was not true as I had sent both him and the
Department Supervisor an email at the end of 2009, before the beginning of the new shakeup, stating that
I was a disabled worker, and that I needed to use certain tools to help me do my job. Further, I had also
told the preceding Manager at my Tirst job interview to be initially hired that I was a Disabled Worker, and
it was further documented by my having to get a company issued parking permit for disabled workers.
But the Manager would not listen, or could not hear, or both.
“I don’t want you to use headphones any more”, demanded the Manager. Then he said;
“IT SENDS THE WRONG MESSAGE”
While this exchange was going on, I could feel the room we were in Till with evil sprits. Even evil spirits
which had assaulted me in my youth were in the room, promoting his position and preventing him
from hearing the Truth about what I was saying.
Then with all the strength I could Tind I said to him as he walked out of the room;
“(P7), YOU’RE WRONG ON ALL COUNTS”.
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It was then that I became sure I needed an attorney. I also said to the Manager as he left that I would be
getting a Doctor’s note documenting my disability and what I needed that could be considered
“reasonable accommodations” under the Americans With Disabilities Act.
Even under all that stress, the Lord gave me the knowledge that I would get everything that I asked for
from both my Attorney, and my Doctor.
Blessings…
Romanus Theophilus
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